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METHOD OF OPERATION

Routine Test of Subscribers District Selectors* Line Finder Type - Automatic

Routine Selector Test Frame - Panel Machine Switching System.

DEVELOPMENT

1* PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT

1«1 This circuit is used to automatio&lly test subscriber district

selector circuits which are used in connection with panel line

finders o This circuit is arranged to test either one or two-party

message registers* coin collect and flat rate type of district cir-

cuits*
*

2. W0BZI88 LIMITS

2*1 When using this circuit, the battery voltage must be maintained

at 48.5 to 50 volts for 48 volts battery and at 24 to 26 volts for

24 volt battery,

OgW*.|gg

So PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS

5*1 This circuit is used to test each and every district selector

circuit- and consists of making a particular brush and group selec-

tion and trunk hunting for a particular set of terminals and of re-

turning the district seleotor to normal upon a successful conclusion

of the teste The circuit makes use of line finders which are a part

of the equipment of' the exchanges* These line finders are in turn

selected by master and group connectors which form a part of the

automatic test circuit. The principal functions of this circuit are

to'test for*

5.11 Idle or busy condition of district.

5.12 proper selection of terminals by the district.

5.15 operation and release of both supervisory relays.

5.14 Proper charging of calls.

5.15 Return to normal of district.
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4. OOBHEOIim CIRCUITS

4*1 This test circuit will function with subscribers* district se-
lector circuits that are used in connection with panel line finders#
These district selectors may be of the one or two-party message
register type or coin collect and flat rate type*

RESCRIPT IOK OF OPERATION

(NOTE) TWO AUTOMATIC TEST SETS IK SAMS OFFICE

When two automatic district test cirouits are used in the same office,
the same test line code and the same group of trunks are used* "

,
re-

lay of figure 3 is used with the test circuit which is associated with the
test line on the third set of terminals, and the (BLK) relay of figure 4 is
used with the test circuit which is associated with the test line on the
fourth set of terminals* This arrangement will prevent simultaneous hunting
by the district or office selector for the district test line* If the test
circuit associated with test line 3 gets into the position for priming the
sender before the test circuit associated with test line 4 then the (BIX)
relay of figure 3 operates from a make contact on the (PC) relay* The oper-
ation of the (BLK) relay of figure 3 opens the operating path of the (BLK)
relay of figure 4 preventing the test circuit associated with test line 4
from priming the sender until the district or office selector reaches the
test line associated &A the third set of terminals and vice versa* The (BLK)
relay of figure 4 operated prevents the (BLK) relay of figure 3 from oper-
ating until the district or office selector reaches the test line connected
to the fourth set of terminals* When the selector reaches the test line ter-
minals the TO relay operates allowing the (BLK) relay to release which in
turn allows the (BLK) relay of the other test circuit to operate and lock
until the district selector reaches its test line*

5# START TESTS

The operation of the (ST) key, (a) advances the (R-l) switch to
position 2, fb) operates the (ST) relay and (o) operates the (TA) relay
if the time alarm measure switch is normal* The function of the (TA)

relay is explained under "Time Measure feature"* In position 2, ground
through (SS-1), (PLSF) » (FMGr) and (PM) relays normal, cams (I) and (J),
winding of the (STP-2) relay, (STP) brush, (EC) relay normal and (STP)
brush, winding of the (SM) relay, operates both the (STP-2) and (3M) re-
lays * The (Ml) and (MB) magnets operate. In a circuit from ground on
cam (Q~l) through the contacts of the class relays, (SR) relay, (QA),

(REP) and (PC) keys, (EC-1) and (3FT-1) relays, cam (U), (SM) relay, wind-
ings of the master magnets to battery* The primary winding of the (STP)
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relay is short-circuited through the (STP-2) relay operated, cam (U)
and (SM) relay and master magnets contacts to cam (?).

6* STEPS MASTER SELECTOR

When the master magnets operate, the shunt is removed from the (STP)
relay, which operates* Ground on cams (L-3) and (K-3) through the
(SLFT) relay, (PC) key, (SPT), (STP) and (RTS) relays normal to cam (B),
advances the (R-l) switch to position So As the switch leaves position
2, the (STP-2) , (STP) and (3V) relays and the (HA) and (KB) magnets re-
lease, stepping the brush assembly of the master conneotor to terminal 1*
The operation of the (SH) relay also operates the (HOK) relay which lights
the (MOB) lamp if the (L&KP) key is operated, indicating that the master
switoh is being stepped off-normal*

7* GROUP SELECTOR

In position 3, the (SU) relay releases but the (HOR) relay holds
through the (CO) arc and inner winding of (G-l-OH) relay which operates*
The (0-1-OR) relay operated, connects battery to the (G-1-0R) lamp and
the (GOB) relays The (GOH) relay does not receive enough current to
operate* The (SG-1) and (STP-2) relays operate in position 3* With
the (SG-1) relay operated, the (G-l-A) and the (G-l-B) magnets operate
in parallel to ground on oam (Q-l) o The (SG-1) relay operated, short-
circuits the (STP) relay through the back contact of the (G-l) magnets*
hen the (G-l) magnets operate, the short circuit is removed and the
(STP) relay operates* advancing the switch to position 4*

8* LIRE FIBBER SELECTOR

As ths switoh leaves position 3, the (STP) * (STP-2) and (SG*1) re-
lays and the (G-l-A) and the (G-l-B) magnets release, stepping the brush
assemblies of the two group connectors to terminal 1* With the brush
assembly of the group conneotors on terminal 1, the (LF-1) and (RTS)
relays operate in series with the outer winding of the (G-l-OR) relay
through the (CO) brusho The (RTS) relay operated, operates the (PH)
relays The (SLF-1) and (STP-1) relays operate in series through ths
(P) brush to ground on the (SS-1) relay normal* Ground on earn (Q-l)
through the (SLF-1) relay operated, operates the ( LF-1 } magnet* When
the ( LP-1 ) magnet oontacts break, the (STP) relay operates, advancing
the (B-l) switoh to position 5* The operation of the (LP-1) relay lights
the associated lamp if the (LAMP) key is operated indloating that the
first line finder conneotor has been assooiated with the group switoh
and Is off normal* As the switoh leaves position 4, the (STP), (STP-1)
and (SLF-1) relays and the (LF-1) magnet release* The release of the
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(LF-l) magnet steps its brushes to terminal 1,

9* SBTT1MS OF CLASS CIRCUIT

!Phe (CL) relay operates in position 5, through cam V, (B) aro and
brush of the class switch, (SR-1) relay , cam (M-3) to ground# The same
ground through the (B) brushes and terminals of the (MB) » (G-l-B) and
(LP-1) connectors, ovsr leads A, B, C or D, oontact of the (CL) relay,
and winding of the proper olass relay, winding of the (if) relay to
battery on the olass switch operates the proper class relay and the (H)
relay in series® The operation of the (3T) relay opens the (Rir) lead' to
the class 'selector frame, preventing the olass selector from being re-
turned to normal, prematurely. The operated olass relay locks to ground
on the (Rff) fcey0 The olass relay operated, closes a circuit from ground
through the break contact of the (IB) relays, cams (E-l) and (F-l), ad-
vancing the (R—3} switch to position 2, 5, or 8, depending upon which
class relay is operated# The (RTS) relay operates in parallel with the
(R-3) magnet, thus preventing the (R-l) switch from moving, out of posi-
tion 5 prematurely# When the (R-3) switch is set, the (DTS) relay re-
leases, As the (R-l) switch enters position 5 the (SLP-1) and (STP-l)f
relays operate. With the (SLF-1) relay operated, and the (DTS) relay
normal, the ( LP-1 )

magnet operates through the contacts of the particular
class relay operated to ground on the (DB-1) relay. When the selector
contacts break, the (STP) relay operates, advancing the (R-l) switch to
position 6, In position 2, 5 or 8 of the (R-3) switch the "first test"
lamp is lighted if the (LAMP) key is operated, Ae the (R-l) switch ad-
vances from position 5, the (LF-l) magnet releases, moving the brush
assembly to terminal 2, Terminals 2 to 21 inclusive and the (PM&) arc
are grounded and operate the (PMG) relay. In position 6, the (SLF-1),
(STP-1), (STP) and (OL) relays release,

10 o SPARE LIKE FIBTDER TERMIKflS

The spare terminals on the (C) arc of the line finder connector are
connected to lead (I), When the (C) brush maiats contact with the spare
terminals, the (SLFT) relay operates and looks to ground on cam iff. The
(SLFT) operated, operates the (DB) relay and advances the (R-l) switch
to position 18, The (DB) relay operated, lights the (BLF) lamp and oper-
ates the (DB-1) and (TR) relayso The (IB-1) and (TR) relays perform no
useful function at this time. In position 18, the (STP-1) and (SLF-1)
relays operate in series to ground on cam J and the (SLFT) and (DB) re-
lays release® The (DB) relay released, extinguishes the (BLF) lamp and
releases the (DB-1) and (TR) relays# The (DB) relays released, operate
the (LF-l) magnet, thereby moving the line finder eelector to the next
terminal and operating the (STP) relay. The (STP relay, advances the
(R-l) switch to position 1, As the switch leaves position 18, the (SLF-1)
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(STP) and ( STP-1 ) relays releases The (ST) key operated advances the
(R-l) switch to position 2* the (JUG) relay operated, advances it to
position 6 from ground through the contacts of the (SS-1 ) , (PLFS) and
(PIIO) relays, and oam (B) , The next terminal is then tested for spare,
busy or idle conditions*

BUSY Lias FINDER

When the (B) brush of the line finder conneotor finds a busy ter~
minal, ground over lead (B) operates the (B) relay through cam (7), In
position B 1Jz indicating that the line finder is hunting for a line*
When the line finder under test has actually been made busy, ground is
connected to the (KB) lead, operating the (DB) relay as the (R-l) switch
advanced to position 6* With either the (B) or (DB) relay operated,
the circuit through the (IDL) relay is opened, preventing its operation
and the advancement of the (R-l) switch from position 6, The operation
of the (DB) relay also operates the (DB-1) and (TR) relays and lights
the (BLR) larnpo The (3®) relay operated opens the tip, ring and sleeve
leads, preventing objeotionable clicks in the subscriber’s receiver. The
(DB-1) relay performs no useful function at this time. The test circuit
remains in position 6 until the busy condition is removed from the line
finder or until the time alarm operates*

IDLE LIRE FISHER

When a line finder circuit is idle, ground is not connected to the
(B) or (DB) leads and the (B) and (DB) relays remain normal. The (IDL)
relay operates to battery on oam (X»l) * The (IDL) relay operated, con-
nects ground to the (DB) lead making the district busy, advances the
(H-l) switch to position 7, operates the (ST) register and (CT) relay.
The (CT) relay operated, operates the (OT) register* Ground on the (DB)
relays normal, through oame (G) and (7), (TR) relay, (S) brush of ths
master connector and lead (S) operated the A (ST) relay. Rote - (ST),
(TR) and (L7) refer, to the start, trip and line finder circuits re-
spectively* The A (ST) relay, operated operates the B (ST) relay. The
B (ST) relay, operated, operates the (C), (C-l) and L (ST) and (LC) re-
lays* The (LC) relay operated dieoonneot ground from (DB) lead* The
L (ST) relay operated, operates the BA (TR) relay* Ths L (ST) and (BA)
(TR) rslays operated oonneot battery to the (H) lead. The $1 (TR) and
(C-l) (ST) relays operated, operate the TR (TR) relay* The TR (TR)
relay operated, looks through tho C (ST) relay operated, and operates
the (ST-A) (ST) relay. The (ST-A) (ST) relay operated operates the D
(ST) relay and oonneots ground to laad (Z) through the C (ST) relay
operated* With the (LC) relay operated, ground on the (z) lead is con-
nected to the (LF) lead operating the LF (LF) relay. From this point
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on the trip, start, line finder and district selector circuits func-
tion as for a regular call hunting the test line and an idle sender
and releasing the trip and start eirouits, When the (ST-A) (ST) relay
releases, the £ (ST) relay operateso The £ (ST) relay operated, re-
leases the C and (0—1) ST relays, The B« D and £ (ST) relays are locked
under control of the A (ST) relay which remains operated until the (R-l)
advances to position 18 or the (TR) relay operates. When the test line
and an idle sender are found battery and ground are connected to the

ring and tip leads operating the (PC) relay. The (PC) relay operated,
advances the (B-l) switch to position 8 , The (£C) relay operates in
position 7 from ground on the (DB) relays normal and locks under control
of the (EC) and (RH) keys. The (EC) relay operated, closes an operating
circuit for the (EC-1) relay when the master switch returns to normal,

13, TESTS FOR NON-START OF LISE FIRMER

* While in position 7, ground is connected to the (Z) lead, operating
the (ILP) relay and the line finder relay in the line finder, if the
operation of the line findep relay fails to start the tip drive, the
circuit functions as follows:- The first closure of the interrupter
contaots, operates the (HLF-2) relay. The (NLP-2) relay operated, looks
in series with the (NLP-3) relay which operates when the interrupter
contaots break. The operation of the (NLP-8 ) relay in turn operates
the (NLP-4) relay upon the next closure of the interrupter contacts.
The (NLP-4) relay operated, locks to ground on the (DB) relay, operates
the (TR) and (DB-1) relays and lights the (KL?) lamp as an indication
that the line finder relay has failed to start the up-drive. The oper-
ation of the (TR) relay opens the tip, ring and sleeve terminals from
the start circuit, thus holding the test circuit in position 7, The
(DB-1) relay performs no useful function at this time. The circuit re-
mains in this position as a trouble condition. If the operation of the
line finder relay starts the up-drive, the (GA) relay in the start cir-
cuit operates and removes ground from the (z) lead, thus removing the
short oirouit from the (NLP-1) relay, which operates in series with the
(NLP) relay to ground on the (D$) relays. The (NLP-1) relay operated,
removes ground from ths Interrupter contacts, preventing the (NLP-2),
(NLP-3) and (NLP-4) relay from operating and the test proceeds,

14, TEST PQR OVERSTEP OP LINE PINPSR

In position 7, with the (LG) relay operated, when the elevator
reaches the (5£) segment, ground is connected to the (B) lead, operating
the (OS) relay o Ths (OS) relay operated, in turn operates the (08-2)
relay, whieh prevents the operation of the (OS-3) relay. When the line
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finder relay releasee* ground is restored from the (8) lead* restoring the

short-circuit from the (OS-1) relay, which operates* The (OS-1) relay

operated, releases the (OS-2) relay* The release of the (OS-2) relay is

eery slow, sufficient time is allowed for the sender selector to hunt

orer 7 terminals and the test switch to be stored out of position 7 be-

fore the (OS-3) relay oaa be operatedo Should the line finder overstep,

the tip and ring leads will not be connected through to the sender and

the (PO) relay will not be operated, holding the (R-l) switoh in posi-

tion 9 and the (OS-3) relay operates. The (PO) relay operated in a nor-

mal call releases the opsratsd (08) relays , The (OS-3) relay operated,

lights the (08) leap indicating that ths line finder has orerstepped and

operates the (TR) and (DB-1) relays. The (TR) relay opens the tip, ring

and sleeve terminals of the start circuit f holding the test circuit in

position 7 until ths operation of ths (HR) key to restore the circuit to

normalo The (DB-1) relay operated performs no useful function at this

time,
* -

„

15, RON-QPigRATE OF (F) RELAY IN LIRE FIEPER

As the (R-l) switoh leaves position 7, the (1DL) relay releases, but

the (LC) relay is held until the switoh leaves position 7 l/2, During

this short interval of time, ground through the (IDL) relay, (DB) and

{» ) relays normal, (OS) relay, (OS-1) relay normal and (LC) relay oper-

ated is connected to lead (B), With the (MB) relay in line finder oper-

ated, ground on lead (B) places a bad non-operate condition on the (F)

relay (line finder circuit). Should the (F) relay operate a false pulse

will be sent to the sender,

16, DIALIRO OF THREE PIPIT CODE

With the (R-l) switch in position 8, ground on the (DB) relay# nor-

mal advances the (R-2) switch out of position 1, the (B) earn carrying

it for one complete revolution. As the (R-l) switch is advancing out of

position 7, the tip and ring sides of*the group test line are closed

through to the 100 ohm resietanoe in the pulse circuit el'er leads (A)

and (B) and oaa (E-2) to hold the sender. As the (B-2) switoh rotates,

ths (E-2) cam sends pulses to ths sender until it rsaohss position

5 l/2 , when cam (j-2) and lead (M-l) shunts cam (E-2) preventing further

pulaes from being sent. When the dial pulse sequence switch reaches

position 16 1/2, the (C&-1) relay operates and when in position 17 1/2,

the (OK) relay operates and both relays look to ground on the (IS) relays

normal through earn (0-1) o The (OX-1) relay operated, in turn opens the

energizing circuit through ths (R-2) magnet, thus preventing the (R-2)

switch from making a second revolution until the (R-l) switch has advanced
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test circuit is transferred from the make contact of the (TC-1) relay
to the break contact of the (RQ) relay* and the (TC) 9 (TC-1), (TC-2)
and ( OS ) relays releasee

19» test OP snpRgyiscar bemy (»c) "g* vmim

With the switch in position 12* the 20 ohm resistance (Y) is bridged
across the tip and ring for soaking the supervisory relay in the dis-
tricts When the (7) oontaots of the interrupter close, the (SK) relay
operates and looks. When the (B) contact of the Interrupter makes,
the (jSS-1) relay operates and lockso On the next make of the (7) con-
tact, the (R-l) switch advances to position 15, the (A) oam carrying
it to position 14* The {SK} relays release as the (R-l) switch leaves
position 12* Id position 14, the (SB) relay operates, and looks to
ground on cam (M-3), While in position 12, the (PSK) relay operates
from ground on oam (R-l), and battery on the (SB-2) relay* The (PSK)
relay, operated, connects battery and ground through the (SK) resistance
to the tip and ring sides of the test line to operate the (CB) relay in
the district circuit* The polarised (OS) relay in the district circuit
operates and advances the district to the Mtalklng to operator" position*
When the switch leaves position 12, the (PSK) relay releases and in posi-
tion 14, the (CS) relay operates through the resistance as specified by
the Telephone Company, through the (.PSK) and (BB) relays normal, over
the ring side of the district seleotor oiroult through the master switohes
(TR) relay, cams (H-l) and (0-1) contacts of the (REL) relay, (Y) resist-
ance (2G ohms), came (K-l) and (K-3) to ground* The (CS) relay operated,
operates the (I) relay over the tip side of the line* The (1) relay
locks through its make contaot and operates the (RO) relay, when the
(IT) contacts of the interrupter make* The (RO) relay operated, locks
and opens the sleeve circuit through cam (p) allowing the district to
advance from its "talking to operator" position which releases the (CS)
relay in the test circuit* The (CS) relay released, releases the (I)
relay* The (RO) relay operated and the (I) relay released advances the
(R-l) switch to position IS* If ths district circuit has failed to ad-
vance to the "talking to operator" position, the (CS), (I) and (RO) re-
lays fall to operate and block the (R-l) switch in position 14*

20* TEST OF SUPERVISORY RBTAY (PCM "P" WIRINQ

As the test switoh passes from position 14 to IS, the 20 ohm soaking
circuit is held across the tip and ring sides of ths test circuit, soak-
ing the supervisory relay (DC)* With the switch In position 15, ths

(SK) and (SK-1) relays reoperate under control of interrupter contacts

(7) and (B)* The operation of the (SK-1) relay removes ths short olrcuit
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from around the (S) » (U) 9 (?) « (W) and (X) resistances and the (REL-1)
relay bridging them in series with the (Y) resistance across the tip
and ring sides of the group test line* thereby releasing the supervisory
(DC) relay in the district circuito' The (REL-1) relay operates over
this circuit as soon as the district releases the line so that 48 volts
is connected through the line relay to the (R) lead and advances the
(R-l

)
switch to position 16* The (REL-1) relay is given special adjust-

ment to take care of an inductive kick from the repeat coil* The (SK) t

(SK-1) and (REL-1) relays release as the switch advances to position
16* With the (R-l) switch in position 16* the (R-2) switch advances
to the next position from ground on cam (H-l)« With the (R-2) switch
in position 3* 6 or 9* ground on cam (Y-l) through cam (G-5) advances
the (R-l) switch to position 17* Ground on the ( SR-2 ) relay normal
advanoes the (R-l) switch to position 18* With the (R-3) switch in posi-
tion 3* the (SR-3) relay operates through the contacts of the (SR-2)
relay* (SR) and (MR-3) relays* (REP) key* cam (P-3) and (8T) relays
to ground on cam (1-1) o The operation of the (SR-3) relay advances
the (R-l) switch to position 1* and connects ground to the (SR-2) re-
lay* causing it to operate and lock in series with the (SR-3) relay
as the (R-l) switch advances from position 18*
Note $ For Q wiring see paragraph 5D.0

21* FALSE REVOLUTION OP DISTRICT

Should the (CS) relay in the distriot fail to release the district
sequence switch will rotate until the (CS) relay releases* Under suoh
a condition ground will be removed from the (DB) lead in positions 13
1/4 to 1 l/2 of the district switch* The (PR) relays are slow release
relays and are used to cover this condition* but they are not slow
enough henoe under extreme oondltions the test circuit will not test
for a rotating district* Should the (PR) relays hold under this con-
dition* the (R-l) switch will remain in position 1 until the distriot
stops rotating or it will give a trouble alarm* if the district under
test is restored to normal* the (PR) relays release* advancing the (R-l)
switch to position 2 of its second revolution*

SECOND TEST OP DISTRICT CIRCUIT - REPEATING COIL IN

22* SECOND REVOLUTION

With the (R-l) switch in position 2 (second revolution) ground on the

(33-1) relay through the contacts of the (PLF3)» (PM&) and (DTS) relays
through cam (B) advances the switch to position 6* The switch .functions

in positions 6 to 10 inclusive in the same manner ae described for the

first revolution of the switoh, with the exception that the digit code
sent is suoh that it will stop the distriot oirouit in a talking position*
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In position 11 * the (18~U) resistance is bridged across the tip and
ring holding the sender * and the (TC) relay operates during trunk test
by the sender* The party test is now made by the district (first party
normal line)« When the district is advanced to a talking position the
(TO) relay reoperates and the (PC) relay in the district is operated,
The (OS)* (TC), (TC-1) and (TC-2) relays function as described in para-
graph 18 to advance the (R-l) switch to position 12, With the (R-l)
switch in position 12* the (PC) relay in the district is given a soak-
ing current* the (Y) resistance being connected across the tip and ring
of the group test line. Also the (CS) relays in both the test and dis-
trict circuits are operated. The (CS) district relay, operated, oharges
the call. The (CS) relay is held operated and in position 14 operates
the (0) relay. The ( SK) * (SK—1 ) and ( SK—2 ) relays operate* under con-
trol of the (P) and (B), contacts of the interrupter* and advance the
(R-l) switch to position 13, the (A) cam advances it to position 14, As
the (R-l) switch enters position 13, ground on cam (Y-l) operates the
(REL) relay which locks to ground through cam (P-1), and removes the
shunt around the (X), (W), (V), (TJ) and (S) resistances and {REL-l) re-
lay, the (REL-1) relay does not operate. The (pc) relay in the district
circuit releases due to the high resistance connected in series with the
(REL-1) relay but the district is not iamediately released being held
by the (P) relay in the district. The (o) relay operated in position
14, looks and connects ground to the (I) relay which operates when the
interrupter contacts make. The operation of the (o) relay also shunts
the (REL-1) relay or (z) resistance and the (S), (U), (V), (W) and a
portion of the (X) resistance, allowing the supervisory (pc) relay in the
district to operate over a condition which simulates a short loop. The
interval of time between the release of the (pc) relay in the district
in position 13 of the (R-l) switch and the reoperation in position 14 is
such that the district circuit is not released, due to the slow release
of the (P) relay. The (I) relay locks and operates the (RO) relay. The
(RO) relay operated locks and operates the (30) relay. When the (IV)
contact of the interrupter makes, it advances the test switch to posi-
tion 15, The (30) relay operated* advances the (R-l) switch to position
16, With the switch in position 16, ground on cam (Y—1), advances the
switch to position 17* The tip and ring of the group line is opened as
the switch advances from position 15, releasing the (PC) relay in the
district allowing the district to advance to the message register or coin
oolleot position or return to normal,

ELAT RATE

When testing flat rate district circuit the (EL) relay operates in
position 5 of the first revolution of the (R-l) switch. The (EL) relay
operated sets the (R-3) switch in position 8, The (R-3) switch is moved
to position 9 when the (R-l) switch is in position 16 of the 1st revolu-
tion, The oircuit functions as has previously been described up to
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position 17 of the (R-l) switoh (2nd revolution). The (R-l) switch is
advanced to position 18 by ground on cam (K-3), As the (R-1) switch
leaves position 17, the (R0)» (SO), (0), (BEL) and (I) relays release.

24, ADVANCE TO NEXT DISTRICT

The (SR-1) relay now (position 18j operates from ground on cam (I-l),
The ( SR-1 )

relay operated, advances the ( .R-3 )
switch to position 10

when the (SR), (SR-1), (SR-2) and (SR-3) relays release. The (SLF-1)
and (STP-1) relays operate in position 18. The (PL) relay operated (see
paragraphs 23 and 9) advances the (R-3) switch to position 17 0 With the
(R-3) switch in position 17, the (SLF-1) relay operated and the (PR) re-
lay normal (the district having returned to normal, the (LP-1) magnet
operates. The operation of the (LP-1) magnet allows the (STP) relay to
operate, which advances the (R-l) switch to position 1. When the (R-l)
switch advances from position 18, the (SLP-l), (STP) and (STP-1) relays
release and the (LF-1) magnet releases stepping the (LF) selector to the
next terminals. The circuit is now ready to test the next district.

25. MESSAGE REGISTER OIOS-PARTY

The (MR-1) relay operates and looks in position 5 of the (R-l) switch,
and when the (L?) selector rests on terminal 1, The (MR-1) relay oper-
ated advances the (R-3) switch to position 2o The circuit functions as
described in paragraphs 11 to 22 inclusive advancing the (R-l) switch to
position 17 of the 2nd revolution. At this time the district has advanced
to the register position and connects battery to the (MZ) lead (the call
having been charged) which operates the (R) relay. This battery Is con-
nected through three (18-A5) resistances in parallel in the district,
if one or two of these resistances are open the (R) relay will not oper-
ate, if these resistances are short-circuited the (BX) relay operates as
well aa the (R) relay. The (R) relay operated, operates the (WD-1) re-
l^y, in turn operates the (WD) relay. The (WD) relay operated locks and
the (WD-1) relay releases as soon as the district advances disconnecting
battery from the (MZ) lead. The (R-l) switch is advanced to position 17
from ground on the (BX) relay normal through the (WD-1) relay normal and
(WD) relay, operated. Should the (BX) relay operate, or should the (R)
relay not operate, the (R-l) switch will be held in position 1? as a
trouble condition. When the (R-l) switoh leaves position 17, the (RO),
(SO), (0), (REL) and (I) relays release. The circuit functions in posi-
tion 18 as described in paragraph 24,

26, MESSAGE REGISTER TWO-PARTY

When testing two-party message register district the (MR-2) relay
operates in position 5 of the (B-l) switch and with the (LF) selector
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resting on terminal 1* The (MR-2) relay operated locks and advances

the (R-3) relay to position 2. When the (SR-2) relay operates as the

(R-l) switch starts on its second revolution, it operates the (MR-3)

relays. The (MR-3) relay operated, operates the (MR-4) relay instead

of the (SR-1) relay as the (R-l) switch advances to position 18 of the

second revolution* The (MR-4) relay, operated, advances the (R-l)

switch to position 1, in turn operating the (MR-5) relay* The (MR-4)

and (MR-5) relays operated loch to cam (M-3), Otherwise the circuit

functions as described in paragraphs 11 to 22 inclusive and 25*

27. THIRD REVOLUTION

The (R-l) switch is required to make a third revolution and the olass

switch does not change positions. If the distriot circuit has not been

seized by another line finder when returning to normal, the ground is

removed from the (DB) lead, releasing the (FR) relays thus advancing

the (R-l) switch to position 2, In positions 1 to 16 of the third revo-

lution are passed through in a similar manner to the corresponding posi-

tions in the seoond revolution, the same digit code being sent by the

(R-2) switch in this revolution as in the previous one. When the test

switch advances to position 11 on its third revolution it waits until

the district malces party test. The distriot selector olrouit before

making party test, connects battery to the tip side of the group test

line, and operating the (PT) relay to ground on earn (M-3). The (PT) re-

lay operated, opens the olrouit for advanoing the (R-l) swltoh from posi-

tion 18 and operates and looks the (PT-1 )
relay. The (PT-1) relay oper-

ated, disconnects ground through 1000 ohms to the (T) lead to the dis-

triot and connects it to 24 volts battery through the (OS) relay operated.

When message register current is again connected to the test line in posi-

tion IT, the (R) relay operates, in turn operating the (WD-1) and (WD)

relays which advance the switch to position 18. in position 18 of the

third revolution, the (SR-1) relay operatee and locks, advanoing the

(R-3) switch to poeitlon 10 or next normal position. As the (R-3) switch

returns to normal all the (PT) and (SR) relays release in turn releasing

the (MR) relays* The (R-3) switch is reset, the (LF) connector is ad-

vanced one step and the (R-l) switch is advanoed to position 1, in a

manner similar to that described in paragraph 24. I

28. CLASS SELECTOR

Each time the (R-2) switch advances to position 2, 5 or 8, the cir-

cuit is closed through the winding of the (CL) stepping magnet and cam

(A-3) to ground on cam (Y-l) in position 5, energizing the magnet. When

the (R-l) switch leaves position 5, the (CL) magnet releasee, stepping

, the brush assembly of the selector switch to the next terminal.

0
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extinguishing the previous lamp and lifting the successive lamps 1, 2
or 3 etc* under control of the (LAMP) key* The lighted lamp indicates
which district selector is being tested* As the class switch brush
assembly steps from terminal to terminal, lamps 1 to 20 will light in-
dicating the progress of ths test. Thus the class seleotor follows
tbs movement of the line finder connector and is able to change its
setting when stepped from terminal 21 and When the next line finder
connector is used. When the brush assembly of ths class selector switah
reaches terminal 22, the holding circuit through the operated class re-
lay and (N) relay Is opened, releasing the relays. The (R-3) switch is
returned to normal with the (R-l) switch in position 1 to 17, and the
(DB) or (DB-l) and class relays normal.

29. STEP 3R0U? CONNECTOR SWITCH

In order to test the district selector associated with another line
finder connector switch, it is necessary to step the brush assembly of
the group oonneotor one terminal. When the line finder connector Just
used, leaves terminal 21, the (Ml) relay releases and the (R-l) switch
is advanced to position 2 when the (JR) relays release. The (PM) relay
operated, advances the (R-l) switch to position 3. . The group selector
is advanced, another line finder selector being seized and advanced,
the class relays are set and another test is started as described in
paragraphs 7 to 10 inclusive.

30. STEP MASTER OOMTSCTOR SWITCH

After the 400 aistriot selector circuits associated with a terminal
of the master oonneotor switch have been tested, the brush assembly
of the group oonneotor switch being released, steps off terminal 21,
ana the associated (RTS) relay releases, in turn releasing the (pm)
relay. The (PM) relay released, operates the (SM) and (STP-2) relays
in position 2 of the (R-l) switcho The (SM) relay operated, operates
the (MA) and (MB) magnets. When the (MA) and (MB) magnets operate, the
(STP) relay operates. The operation of the (STP) relay advances the
(R-l) switoh to position 3, and in so doing, releases the (MB) and (MA)
magnets, moving the brush assemblies of the master switch to the next
terminal* Prom this point on, the test proceeds in the same manner as
with the group connector associated with the first terminal*

31. OOHOLUSIQg OP A ROUTIME TEST

As explained in paragraph 12, the (EC) relay operates when the (R-l)
switoh enters position 7 at the beginning of e routine test. When all
the distriot seleotor circuits have been tested by this circuit, the
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master connector switch steps from terminal 21 to normal, operating

the (EC-1) and (SM) relays# The (EC-1) relay operated, operates the

(SI#FT) and (SR) relays, lights the (EC) lamp and opens the operating

circuits of the (MB) and (Ml) stepping magnets# The (SLFT) relay

lochs through cam (R-l), advancing the (R-l) ewitoh.to position 18

ami operates (DB) relay in turn the (DB-1) and (TR) relays# The

operation of the (DB) relays removes ground from cams ( F) and (G)

,

preventing the relays under control of these cams from operatingogThe

(DB), ( DB-1

)

t (TR) and (SLPT) relays release as the switch advances

from position 17# The (R-l) switch Is advanced to position 1 by the

(RTS) relays normal# The (FR) relay operated prevents the (R-l) switch

from advancing out of position 1# If another cycle of test is not de-

sired, the (RR) hey is operated and the (ST) hey released# The oper-

ation of the (RS) hey releaeea all operated relays loch through ths

brsah contacts of the (BR) hey# The (EC) relay released, releases the

(SM) and (EC-1) relays, in turn ths (ER) relay, restoring the circuit

to normal#

RETURN TO NORMAL (HKi KEY

When it is desired to restore the test circuit to normal from any

position, ths (RH) hey is operated# Ths (RR) hey, operated, (a) re-

leases ths (TA) relay, if operated, returning the time measure switch

to normal, (b) releases the class relays, (o) opens the circuit to the

(GON) relays, (d) operates the (DBF relay in turn the (DB-1) and (TR)

relays whleh function as described in paragraph 31, (e) advances ths

(B-H switch to position 1 and (f) resets ths master, ^group and line

finder selectors# The (IB) , (DB-1) and (TR) relays release as the (R-l)

leaves position 17* With ths (R-l) switch in position 1, and the (DB)

and class relays normal, the (R-3) switch is advanoed to ths next nor-

mal position# With the (R-l) switch in position 1, ths (SM) relay (if

the master switches are off normal) operates in series with the (STP-1)

relay through the (MON) relay operated# The (SM) and (STP-1) relays

operated, the master sslsotor magnets operate allowing ths (ST?) relay

to operate# The (STP) relay operated operates the (RM) relay# The

operation of the (RR) relay releases the selector magnets allowing ths

brush assembly to step one terminal# When the magnets release they

short-circuit ths (STP) relay, releasing ths (RR) relay# The (RR) re-

lay released, permits ths (SM) , (STP-1) relays and ths selector magnets

to function stepping the brush assembly one more stepo This magnet

continues to operate and release stepping ths master selector to nor-

mal at which time ths (MON) relay releases# Ths (MOR) relay, normal,

transfers the circuit from the (SM) relay to a (SO) relay where the cir-

cuit functions as has Just been described stepping any off normal group
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selector to normal* When the group selectors are all normal the oper-
ated {0-1-OH) (RT3) and (LF) relays release. With the (LF) relays nor-
mal any (LF) selector that is off normal •will be returned to normal.

S3* 3PARE TSRMIHAL OH MASTER Ahl) PROUP SWITCH

When the master switch steps to a spare terminal* the ( H—1 ) switch
being in poe t Jon 3, the (SPT) relay operates* The (SPT) relay oper-
ated, opens the lead for advancing the (B-l) switch until all spare
terminals have been passed ana operates*the (SPT-1) relay, as soon as
the (STP) relay operates as aeaoribed in paragraphs 6 and 7, The
(SPT-1 ) relay opens the ground lead to the master magnet, allowing the
master magnet to release and step the brushes to the next terminal*
As the magnets release the (STP) relay releases in turn releasing the
(SPT-1) relay* The cycle is repeated until a wording terminal is
found* When the group selector steps to a spare terminal the (R-l)
switch has advanced to position 4 and the selector is stepped to the
next working terminal as just described for the master selector*

34* TIMS MEASURE FEATURE

As stated in paragraph 5, the operation of the (ST) key operates
the (TA) relay which locks to ground on cam (N-l)* Should trouble de-
velop either in the test circuit or in the district cirouit under test
or should sufficient time not be left after the return of the district
circuit to permit the completion of a test, the time alarm cirouit oper-
ates, lighting the lamps and operating the (ALM) register. Ground
through the 152 interrupter, and the (ST?) arc operates the (TA) mag-
net, When the interrupter contacts break, the (TA) magnet releases
stepping the brush assembly of the (TM) switch to the next terminal.
This cycle is repeated until the brushes rest on terminal 16* If this
occurs before the (R-l) switch has passed position 16 on its second or
third revolution through the make contact of the (TA) relay, operates
the (ALM) register and lights the lamp* The brushes remain on ter-
minal Iff until the operation of the { TA) key* The operation of the
key releases the (TA) relay which steps the (TM) switch to normalo

35« SEPARATE BUSY TIME ALARM AUTO TROUBLE ATARM

When figure 2 is specified, the operation of the (ST) key operates
the (BY) relay, which locks over lead (B)« The operation of the (BY)
relay connects the (2G0-R) seleotor magnet to ground through the 152
type interrupter* Ac the interrupter contacts make and break, the se-
lector magnat follows, stepping the brush assembly of the (BY) swltcho
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when the (A1 brush encounters terminal 16* the circuit is closed from
ground on the (BY) relay to the (BY) lamp which lights* indicating that
a busy district selector circuit has been encountered* The circuit re-
mains in this position until the Operation of the (TA) icey* whioh oper-
ates the (HA) relay* The (HA) relay locks through cam (U-l) and releases
the (BY) relay* the latter relay stepping the brush assembly of the (BY)
switoh to normal* Should trouble develop in the test circuit or be en-
countered in the district circuit under test* it is advisable to decrease
the time before the alarm is operated* The operation of the (IDL) relay
as described under paragraph 12, operates the (TBL) relay which locks
to oaa (H-l)o The (TBL) relay operated* connects the 152 type inter-
rupter through the (SIP) arc of the (TBL) switch to the (TBL) magnet*
causing it to operate and release in sequency with the interrupter* The
operation and release of the magnet* moves the brush assembly of the
(TBL) switch to terminal 3 or 4 as determined by the wiring used* When
the brush assembly of the switch has stepped to the third or fourth ter-
minal* the (TBL) lamp lights and the (TBL) register operates* The cir-
cuit remains in this position until the operation of the (TA) key Which
performs the same function as described in the first of the paragraph
34* When no trouble is encountered* the circuit is opened through cam
(B-l) in position 18 of the (R-l) switch* releasing the (TBL) relay* The
(TBL) relay released steps the eeleetor to the next normal terminal*

36* BHD OP CYCLE (BC) KEY

When the master connector has stepped from terminal 21 to normal,
the (SU) and (EC-1) relays operate in series and function as desoribed
under paragraph 31* When the second cycle of routine test is desired*
the (EC) key is operated, releasing tbs (BC) relay which in turn re-
leases the (EC-1) relay and (SJI) relay* The (EC-1) relay releases the
(ER) relay* allowing the (R—1) switoh to advance to position 2* start-
ing the seoond cycle of routine test*

37* CONTROL ADVANCE fOA) KEY

If trouble develops in the test ciroult or in the district selector
circuit under test after position 5 of the test switch, the time alarm
lights as desoribed under “Timing Features"* if after the (TA) key le
operated, the circuit does not continue to funotlon* the (CA) key is
operated* The operation of the (CA) key operates the (DB) relay* ad-
vances the (R-l) switch to position 18 opens the circuit for advancing
the (R-l) switch out of position 1 and opens the circuit for operating
(LF) magnet* The (DB) relay operated, lights the (LF) lamp and operates
the (DB-1) and (TR) relays* The (DB-1) relay, operated, releasee the
(*®) relay* The (TR) relay, operated, opens the (T), (R), and (3) leads
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releasing the district and start' circuit. The (fi-1) switch Will ad-
vance to position 1 if the trouble occurred in the first revolution
and awaits the release of the (CA) key* Otherwise the (R-l) switch
remains in position 18 until the release of the (CA) keys* When the
(CA) key is released the routine testing proceeds in the usual manner*

38. PORTABLE KEYS

( 32-A Test Set). When trouble occurs before position 6 of a
first revolution of this test switch; it is due to lack of synchronism
between the (MA.) and (KB) master connectors, or the (GA) and (OB) group
connectors. Trouble of this sort cannot be corrected by the operation
of the (CA) key. The portable key is inserted in the jack associated
with the connector switch which is out of synchronism. The operation
of the White button steps the (A) selector, the operation of the red
button sdeps the (B) selector. The proper button is operated and the
selectors are stepped into phase with one another. The portable key
is then withdrawn from the jack associated with the conneotor switch
and the test continues in the usual manner.

39. TWO GROUP SELECTORS Qg*F HQRMA.L

Should two group switches step off normal or get off normal at the
same time, battery through the 600 ohm resistance in parallel associated
with each grot® connector, operates the (COS) relay0 The (GOH) relay
does not operate in series with one 600 ohm resistance* The (GOB) relay
operated, lights the (GOB) lamp, and operates the (GOB-1) relay. The
(GOB-1) relay operated, (a)

1 locks, (b) advances the (R-l) switch to
position 1, (o) prevents the switch from advancing out of position 1,
(d) releases the (GOB) relay and lights the (GOB) lamp. To continue
the test, the (RR) key is operated, restoring the apparatus to normal.'
If it is not desired to repeat the routine test up to the point where
trouble was encountered, the number of the first district circuit is
dialed with the (PC) key operated. When the line finder conneotor steps
to the proper terminals, the circuit proceeds to test the district as
described under "Particular Circuit", With the release of the (PC)
key, the test continues to function and test the remaining district se-
lectors on a routine test basis,

FALSE CHARGE TESTS

40. MESSAGE REGISTER ORE-PARTY

The district circuit is tested for a no charge call by operating
the (FCH) key. The circuit functions the same as described for charged
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calls with the following exceptions* When the (R-l) switch enters

position 14 of the second revolution the (0) relay operates (see para-

graph 22) in turn operating the (BB) and (BB-1) relays through the

(FCH) key operated* The (BB-1) relay operated holds the (R-l) switch

in position 14 longer than for a charged call under control of the (W)

and (Z) relays* The (0) relay operated operates the (I) relay* The

(I) relay, operated, operates the (W) relay under control of the (A)

interrupter* When the interrupter contacts break, the (Z) relay oper-

ates* The next olosure of the interrupter releases the (W) relay in

turn operating the (RO) relay* When the interrupter oontacts break the

(Z) relay releases* The next closure and break of the interrupter oper-

ates the (W) and (Z) relays* The (SO) relay now operates under control

of the (B) interrupter* With the (I), (RO) and (SO) relays operated

the (R-l) switch is advanced to position 15, when interrupter contacts

are closed* The (SO) relay operated advances the switch to position 16,

and ground on oam (Y-l) advances it to position 17* During the time

the (R-l) switch is held in position 14, the (BB) relay operated, oper-

ates the (DR) relay, holds the (CS) relay operated and connects battery

through 1000 ohms resistance to (R-5) lead* The (DR) relay operated

transfers the (T-3) lead from direct ground to interrupted ground thus

testing the (CS) relay in the district* The (CS) relay in the district

follows the pulses of the interrupter (if it is properly adjusted) and

the time interval is not sufficient to charge the call* The (DR) re-

lay, operated, also transfers the (MZ) lead from the (R) relay to the

(
mx

)
relay* When the (R-l) switch leaves position 15 the (T) and (R)

leads are opened releasing the district circuit* When the district cir-

cuit returns to normal ground is removed from the (DB) lead releasing

the (3B) relay. The (DR) relay released, advances the (B-l) switoh to

position 18* The (0) relay releases as the switch advances from posi-

tion 17, in turn releasing the (BB), (BB-1) and (Z) and (W) relays, if

operated*

TTALSE CHARGE

Should the (CS) relay in the district fail to release, the call

will be charged and consequently the district will stop in the message

register position and register the call* Under such conditions the

(mr) relay operates in position 17 over the (MZ) lead* The (SIX) relay,

operated, operates the (FCH) relay. When battery is removed from the

(MZ) lead due to the distrlot advancing the (SIX) relay, releases allow-

ing the (FOH-1) relay to operate and lock in series with the (FCH) re-

lay* The (FCH) relays operated, open the oirouit for advancing the

(R-l) switch from position 17, light the (FCH) lamp and operate the

(TR) and ( DB-1 )
relays* The (DB-1) relay releases the (JR), and (DB)

relays* The (TR) opens the (T) , (R), and (S) leads releasing the asso-

ciated line* The test switch remains in position 17 as a trouble con-

dition*
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42* TPALaS SROUND TWO-PARTY

miring the third revolution (aee paragraph* 26 and 27) with the

(POH) hey operated, a teat is made to determine whether the two-party

district recognise a false ground on the tip side and prevent the

distriot charging a call on either register* When the test switch

arrives in position 11 and the (PT) relay Is connected, to the tip

whloh causes the district circuit in the district selector tefct cir-

ouit to he stepped for charging over1 the (M-2) lead* The district

is held for a sufficient time to set up a charge condition and when

the test switch arrives in position 17, the district cirouit under

test will he in position 16 and the (PT) relay is again operated

over the tip which should cause the (t) relay in the distriot circuit

to operate* The (T) relay in the district circuit would cause the

operation of the' (1) relay, preventing the party selector from step-

ping until the relay is released* The teat and distriot circuits are

held until the (F3) and ( FO-1) relays operate. The (INT) relay oper-

ates in position 14 of the third revolution of the (R-l) switch under

control of the (0) relay* These relays are held operated until the

switch leaves position 17* When the (PT) relay operates in position

17. the (?G) and ( FG-1) relays operated under control of the (C) In-

terrupter* The ( FQ) relay locks under control of the (INT) relay and

the (PS-1) relay locks to cam (H-l)« The (PS-1) relay, operated,

opens the (T) lead to the (PT) relay, releasing it and the (T) and

(I) relays in the district, and short-circuits the (INT) relay releas-

ing it* The party test switch in the district now advances and sends

out register current over the (M-2) lead, operating the (B) relay and

moving the test switch in th# regular maimer. When the (INT) relay

is operated, it connects the (MX) relay to the (M-2) lead and also

closes a circuit from the (MX) armature to the (POH) relay. Should

the distriot not recognize the false ground and register a call over

the (M-2) lead, the (MX) relay operates* The (MX) relay, operated,

operates the (PCH) relays which function as described in paragraph 41*

In the oaee that the district under test does not recognize the false

ground on the tip side of the circuit in position ^1# and fails to

set the district ftr charging over the (M-2) lead, and for the same

reason did not reeognize it for retest, the charging current is «ent

out over the (MZ) lead. The (MZ) lead being open at the (MR-5) relay,

no relay is operated, thus the test switch is stopped in position 17,

48. COIN DISTRICT

On coin district, the current to the (CS) relay in the district

is interrupted in the some manner as for the message register district

but in this ease, the (OR) relay is added to operate on making coin
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return test and moves the test switch out of position 17 in the usual
manner when the (OS) relay district has functioned properly* The (OK)
and (OB) relays are connected in multiple when the ( FCH) key is oper-
ated, and should the (CS) relay stick, the charge relays in the district
operate, causing the sender to send positive coin current which oper-
ates the (ON) relay in turn causing the (FCH) and (FCH-1) relays to
operate o The (FCH-1) relay operated performs the same function as de-
scribed in the paragraph 41,

TEST PARTICULAR DISTRICT

To test a particular district, the (PC) and (ST) keys are operated
in the order named. The (ST) key operated advances the (R-l) switch to
position 2, The (PC) key, operated, (a) opens the regular circuits for
advancing the (R-l) switch out of position 2, 3, 4 and 5 and for oper-
ating the selector magnets, (b) provides a circuit for operating the
selector magnets under control of the dial, (c) operates the (PUL) and
(PLES) relays and steps the class seleotor switch in unison with (LF)
selector. In position 2 the (SM) relay operates and the dial is oper-
ated, The operation of the dial releases and reoperates the (PUL) re-
lay which in turn operates and releases the master selector magnet thus
Stepping the selector around to the desired terminal. The (STP) key is
now operated operating the (SS) relay, when the (STP) key is released
the (SS-1) relay operates and locks in series with the (SS) relay. The
(SS-1) relay operated, advances the (R-l) switch to position 3, As
the (R-l) switch leaves position 2 the (SS) relays release* The (PLFS)
relay operated doses a circuit for operating the (SO) or (SLF) relays
in positions 3, 4 and 5 of the (B-l) switch and also opens the oper-
ating circuit for the (SLFT) relay. The (SG) relay, corresponding to
the seleoted master seleotor terminal, operates in position 3, The
group seleotor is stepped to the desired group by the operation of the
dial and (R-l) switch is advanced to position 4 by the operation of the
(STP) key. In position 4 the (LF) selector is advanced one step for
class setting. The (STP) lcey is again operated, advancing the (R-l)
switch to position 5, In position 5, the (LF) seleotor is stepped
around to the desired district by the operation of the dialo At the
same time the (STEP CL) seleotor is stepped around so that it will keep
in step with the particular (LF) selector. The (R-l) switch is advanced
to position 6 by the operation of the (STP) key 0 Otherwise the circuit
functions in the usual manner as has been described, if it is desired
to continue the routine test from this particular circuit on the (PC)
key (after the (R-l) switch leaves position 5) is returned to normal
otherwise the circuit returns to position 16 and awaits the testman.
When a spare terminal is seleoted, the (B-l) switch may be returned to
position 18 by the operation of the (CA) key.
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45, REPEAT ZEY (RSPi FIRST TEST

When it is desired to repeat the test upon a oertain district se-
lector circuit, one of the repeat Keys is operated depending upon which
revolution it is desired to repeat the test, The operation of the "REP"
First Test” key, (a) opens the cirouit through the (R-3) switch, pre-
venting the class cirouit from advancing to next position, (to) opens
the cirouit through the stepping magnet of the line finder connector,
preventing the line finder brush, from stepping to the next terminal,
(c) opens the circuit for stepping the class selector, (d) closes cir-
cuits for advancing the (R-l) switch from positions 16 and 18, and (e)

opens the circuit through the (CT) relay preventing its reoperation on
the repeat test. Otherwise the circuit functions in the usual manner
testing the circuit repeatedly as described for the first revolution
of the (B-l) switch,

46. REPEAT KEY SEOQHD TEST

The operation of the "REP" Second Test" key, (a) prevents the
stepping magnet associated with the line finder connector from oper-
ating and moving the brush assembly of this connector to the next ter-
minal as in the second revolution of a regular test, (b) closes a cir-
cuit for advancing the (R-l) switch from position 18 and (c) prevents
the (R-3) switoh from advancing by opening the operating cirouit of
the (SR-1) relay, Ground on the (ST) key advances the switoh to posi-
tion 2 from which point the repeat test of the second revolution is
performed in a manner similar to the regular test in the second revo-
lution, The test circuit continues to repeat the test until the key
is released,

47. REPEAT KEY THIRD TEST

The operation of the "REP" Third Test" key, (a) closes a circuit
to advanoe the (R-l) switch from position 18, (b) opens the cirouit
through the stepping magnet associated with the line finder connector,
preventing its operation and (c) prevents the (R-3) switoh from being
advanced by opening the operating cirouit of the (SR-1) relay. The
third revolution test is repeated in the usual manner. When the oper-
ated (REP) key is released the oirouit continues making routine tests,

48, STOP AUTOMATIC TEST

The release of the (ST) key advances the (R-l) switoh to normal,
the automatic test of the district circuit and prevents the

(R-l) switoh from advancing out of position 1, If it is desired to
restore the test oirouit to normal after the release of the (ST) key,

ft#
- '* •

'
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the (RH) key is operated* When a particular circuit test is being
made to stop the test, the (ST) and (PC) keys are released, and the

(RN) key operated*

PASS BUSY (PB) KEY

When it is desired to pass by all busy district, the (PB) key is

operated* The test circuit may also be released when held by a busy

district by the operation of the (PB) key* When the (LF) selector

steps to terminals connected to a busy district the (D3) relays oper-

ate (see paragraph 11)* The (PB), (PB-1) and (TR) relays operated,

lock when the (PB) key is operated, until the (F.-1) switch advances
from position 17* With the (PB) relays and the (PB) key operated, (a)

the (BSY) register operates registering the number of busy districts

passed, (b) advances the (R-l) switch to position 18 and (c) in posi-
tion 18 advances the (LF) selector one terminal as described in para-
graph 24, the (PR) relay being released by the operation of the (PB-1)

relay, and the (R-3) switch remains in the 2, 5 or 8 position as the

case may be* The (R-l) switch is advanced to position 1 as described
In paragraph 24 and the circuit tests another district* Should the

district under test be allotted and made busy by a calling subscriber
between the 1st and 2nd or 2nd and 3rd revolutions of the (R-l) switoh,

the (PB) relays are operated in position 6 of the (R-l) switch* The

(PB) relays and the (PB) key operated, perform the functions as Just
described and also operate the (SR-1) relay* The circuit then functions

as described In paragraph 24* Should the line finder over step, or fail

to start, or should the district make a false charge, the (OS), (NLP),

or (FCH) relays function operating the (PB), (PB-1) and (TR) relays* The

(PB), (PB-1) and (TR) relays operated look until the switch advances to

position 18* The (PB-1) relay advances the (R-l) switch to position
18* This circuit then functions as has Just been described advancing
the (LP) selector to test another district disregarding any of the

trouble condition, over stepping or failure to start of the line finder,

or a false charge by the district* When the (OS) relays are operated,
they are released as the (R-l) switch leaves position 7* When the (NLP)

or (FCH) relays are operated, they release as soon as the (PB) relays
operate* The repeat keys should not be operated vtoile the (PB) key is

operated*

T3ST OF SUPERVISORY RELAYS 0, WIRIHQ

With the (R-l) switch in position 12 of th4 first revolution, the

circuit functions as described in paragraph 19 with the following ex-

ception* The (SK-1) relay operated, operates the (SK-2) relay instead
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of advancing the (R-l) switch to position 13, The (SK-2) relay, oper-
ated, advances the (R-l) switoh to position 13, in position 15 the
(SK) « (SK-1) and ( SK-2 )

relays, operate and lock. The (8K-1) relay
operated removes the short circuit from around the (S), (U) , (V), (W),
(X) and (Z) resistances, thus increasing the resistance across the
(T) and (R) leads so as to release the supervisory^ (DC) relay in the
district circuit. The (SK-2) relay, operated, replaces the (Z) resist-
ance by the ( REL-1 )

relay. There is an Interval of time between the
operation of the (SK-1) and (SK-2) relays so that the inductive surge
from the repeat coils in the district will be absorbed before the (REL-1)
relay operates when the district releases the test line 4 Otherwise,
the circuit functions as described in paragraph 20,,
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